
Baldrige quality awards contest 
opens up to health care organizations
New forum to showcase excellence, exchange knowledge

Health care specialists at the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award office are still celebrating the congressional funding for
awards to the health care and education sectors. With the $1.9

million appropriation, passed late last year, nonprofit health care facilities
are eligible to compete for “the Baldrige” in 1999. The prize is regarded
by many as the nation’s premier quality award. However, as in most
quality efforts, the bulk of the reward is in the journey. Consequently, just
applying for the Baldrige could be the best thing that ever happened to
your organization.

Mary C. Bostwick, health care specialist at the Gaithersburg, MD-
based Baldrige award office, says she cheers the federal appropriation
as a “real milestone” in the industry’s journey toward excellence.
“Health care providers have a long tradition of attention to quality; it’s
part of their values and culture,” Bostwick notes. “Since the mid-1980s,
health care organizations have worked hard to incorporate quality
improvement principles. This [Baldrige award category] gives us the
ability to disseminate best practices information faster.” 

One of many private sector leaders who devoted countless hours 
to securing the new appropriation is Barry Rogstad, chairman of the
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• Late last year, Congress approved the addition of health care and
education categories to the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
contest. (Other categories include manufacturing, service, and small
business.)

• The event allows nonprofit health care organizations to compete for what
many regard as the nation’s premier quality award.

• Experts deem the Baldrige application process and subsequent industry-
wide sharing of quality practices as valuable as the prize itself.

(See related stories “St. John’s updates itself using Baldrige criteria,”
p. 3 and “1999 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award,” p. 4.)

Key Points



Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award Board
of Overseers and president of the American
Business Conference in Washington, DC. He
notes, “This appropriation brings the tool kit 
of Baldrige quality criteria to two of the most
important sectors of society: health care and
education.”

Application is its own reward

The sweetest fruits of the competition actually
are within reach of all applicants, Bostwick
explains. The Baldrige process is as much about
transfer of knowledge as about recognition of
industry stars. Indeed, as the application-feedback
cycle commences, the whole health care commu-
nity stands to improve immeasurably through the
dissemination of best practices as demonstrated
by applicants and winners.

Rewards start with the application, Bostwick
explains. “Just the act of filing gives extra mileage
on your quality journey,” she says. Applicants
receive feedback via reviews by outside experts.
“It’s like bringing a top consultant team into your
organization,” she explains. “Most applicants
build that feedback into their planning processes
and get a whole cycle of improvement in their
quality programs.”

But let’s not discount the joy of winning,
either. Winners in each category bring a handful
of employees to the presidential awards cere-
mony in Washington, DC. The organization’s
highest official receives a gold-plated bronze
medallion encased in solid crystal from  he
president of the United States. Winners partici-
pate in a three-day Quest for Excellence confer-
ence, exchanging knowledge with employees
from the public and private sectors.

Currently 35 state quality award programs are
open to health care organizations. Many of the
local programs use Baldrige criteria as a basis 
for their applications. But whether the recent
national appropriation will stir up more health
care involvement at the state level, Bostwick can’t

say. However, she says, “I do foresee some orga-
nizations choosing to go through the state awards
programs because that’s their market, so a state
award might be more meaningful than a national
one.” 

Whether the competition is local or national,
it directs all eyes toward an applicant’s stand-
ing among its customers, peers, and competi-
tors. “It’s the issue of how you serve your
market,” Rogstad says. “Baldrige is an align-
ment question for the total organization. It’s a
tool kit that brings the total organization on to
the same page.

“Sometimes you’ll have one part of the organi-
zation in line on customer service or other quality
issues, but when you start to use the tool, you
might learn that you’ve got other big components
of your organization out of alignment,” he notes.

Communities benefit, too

It’s almost as though the application itself is a
prize. “The vast majority [of businesses] apply so
they can get the real time feedback from the site
visit,” Rogstad stresses. Some even apply three or
four times, and they don’t always start off with
the notion of winning, he adds. For example, in
the 42 states with business and industry quality
competitions, over 5,000 manufacturing applica-
tions come in every year. “All these entries make
an impact on the quality of business in local com-
munities,” he notes. 

“Participation has a more important impact
than the award — that’s what we’re trying to
reinforce without negating those who achieve the
standard and win,” Rogstad continues. “Some
businesses apply once, then they apply again two
to three years later. Their CEOs tell me they want
those site visits. They want to make sure they
haven’t lost ground.”

(For more discussion of the benefits of partic-
ipating in local award programs, see related
story, “St. John’s updates itself using Baldrige
criteria,” p. 3.)  ■
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St. John’s updates itself
using Baldrige criteria
Depth of change unimagined

What started in 1995 as an internal self-
assessment turned into an unimagined

retooling management style, and eventually a
first-ever state award for St. John’s Regional
Medical Center in Oxnard, CA. 

“Instead of targeting single areas for improve-
ment, we started applying the Baldrige criteria to
our process management so we could involve the
greatest number of people at once,” explains St.
John’s vice president of Medical Affairs and
Clinical Operations, Ross DiBernardo, MD.
DiBernardo is referring to the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award Health Care Criteria for
Performance Excellence.

In 1997, St. John’s became the first health care
organization to win California’s Golden State
Quality award for Quality in the Community. “It
was St. John’s real caring about the community
that caught the judges’ eyes. They reach outside
of their normal patient area to survey the needs
of their community at large,” says Barbara
Blalock, president and executive director of the
California Center for Quality, Education, &
Development (CalQED) in Danville. The facility
is a nonprofit hospital, part of Mercy Healthcare,
a division of Catholic Healthcare West.

Managers had to become coaches

Several years ago, St. John’s looked at where
health care was headed and realized that they
were going to miss the boat unless they changed
their approach to business. “We became con-
vinced that a different management style would
be required, so we could start to base our deci-
sions more on the requirements of our customers,
especially our patients,” DiBernardo explains.

But it took little time for the St. John’s man-
agement team to realize that superficial alter-
ations would never shape up the organization
to Baldrige caliber. “We had to restructure our
leadership styles so that managers became more
visible to the people we manage. As managers,
we had to become coaches,” he says.

Employees had to broaden their skill bases to
include problem-solving tools and data-based
decision making. That began with trainers who

educated senior management. In turn, managers
continuously teach and coach their staff to incor-
porate the new ways of working. DiBernardo
describes the shift: “In the past, we were guided
by opinions. Now we use patient data to guide
our decisions.” If the profound organizational
changes didn’t spin heads, many more surprises
were on the way.

Where DiBernardo expected resistance, he
found little. “Many of our people are patient-
focused in the first place, so changing attitudes
was, frankly, easier than I thought. But the sys-
tems were not customer-focused and changing
them is tough.” Nonetheless, a series of process
improvement projects has chalked up some note-
worthy results:

❒ Inpatient pain relief ratings rose, thanks to
faster call-light response. 

❒ Patient satisfaction in the emergency depart-
ment improved 5% in six months. 

He credits that to waiting room hosts and
hostesses who decrease the mystery and unpre-
dictability by telling patients and families how
long their waits will be depending on the volume
at the time. At each step of the emergency care
process, patients also receive explanations of
what to expect and why.

As St. John’s worked with the Baldrige criteria,
another surprise unfolded, DiBernardo explains.
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Location: St. John’s Regional Medical Center,
Oxnard, CA

Situation: Seeking to update its management
style, the nonprofit hospital launched
an internal self-assessment using the
Baldrige criteria for excellence. In the
process, many assumptions went by
the wayside. For example, St. John’s
learned that building blocks of excel-
lence are the same for health care as
they are for business. Staff’s attitudes
were more customer-oriented than the
operational systems.

Solution: St. John’s applied for a 1997 California
Governor’s Golden State Quality
Award, less with the intention of win-
ning than to incorporate the feedback
into future quality improvements. It
received the feedback it sought and
became the first health care organiza-
tion to win an award in the state’s
Baldrige-based competition.

Key Points



“At first, we thought we would have to modify
the Baldrige criteria to fit health care. But when
we got into it, we saw that if we use fact rather
than opinion to guide our decisions and if we
offer good service at affordable cost, we’re not
that different than any other service business.”

Blalock supports DiBernardo’s observation
noting that the health care and business criteria
are essentially the same with the language being
the primary difference. The health care criteria
are simply stated in health care terminology such
as patient, nurse, clinician, etc.

Having progressed through the Baldrige self-
assessment process, DiBernardo explains, “we
decided to submit an application for the state
award as a way to inspire and reinforce our
managers.”

St. John’s takes statewide honors

St. John’s entered the CalQED Golden State
Excellence competition primarily for feedback on
its overall management systems, but it came back
with much more. Blalock notes that one pocket of
excellence caught the judges’ attention — the
institution’s community service program. So St.
John’s became the first health care applicant to
win the prestigious CalQED award. The health
care category, established in 1996, had no winner
the first time out. At this writing, 1998 winners
are yet to be announced. 

Highlights of the community service program
include:

❒ Baby, Think It Over gives teens a taste of
single parenthood responsibilities. Area high
school students take 24-hour care of computer-
ized baby dolls programmed to eat, cry, and wet
diapers. Now in its second year, the program sur-
passed by 20 its first annual goal of 100 place-
ments. Though the logistics are difficult,
DiBernardo says, the immense potential for
change makes small numbers worthwhile.

❒ Healthy Beginnings increases birth weights
of infants born to low-income women. St. John’s
matches mothers-to-be with participating physi-
cians. In addition to doctors’ appointments, the
women learn how to give their babies a healthy
start by curtailing drinking and smoking, as well
as taking vitamins and eating a balanced diet. 

“The women are delighted with the educa-
tion, and they appreciate the extra care,” he
explains. The results represent good news for
area neonatal health care resources as the 472
Healthy Beginnings mothers delivered no very
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1999 Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award 

✔ Key dates:
April 15, 1999 — eligibility forms due.
June 2, 1999 — applications due.

✔ Application criteria: 
The 1998 performance excellence criteria may
be used for 1999 Baldrige award applications.
The criteria include: 1. Leadership; 2. Strategic
planning; 3. Focus on patients, other cus-
tomers, and markets; 4. Information and analy-
sis; 5. Staff focus; 6. Process management; 
7. Organizational performance results.

✔ How to obtain copies of criteria and applica -
tion details:
(1) Call Baldrige National Quality Program:
(301) 975-2036. (2) Download criteria from the
program’s Web site: http://www.quality.nist.gov.
(3) Mail a request to: Customer Service,
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award,
NIST/NQP, Administration Building 101, Room
A635, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

✔ Notes on the awards:
The number of awards per category will be
raised from two to three this year. However, the
judges have never awarded the full number of
awards per category since Congress estab-
lished the Baldrige National Quality Award in
1987. Since 1988, there have been 32 Baldrige
winners. As of last year’s expansion, there are
now five categories: education, health care,
manufacturing, service, and small business.

✔ Application-feedback loop: 
The 322-member board of examiners presently
includes 50 to 60 health care professionals.
Applications go to mixed teams of reviewers
from health care and business fields. Award pro-
cess: Stage 1: Independent review and selection
for consensus review. Applicants eliminated
receive reviewers’ feedback. At this stage, each
application can have up to 14 readers. Stage 2:
Consensus review and selection for site visit.
Again, those eliminated receive feedback. Stage
3: Site visit reviews. Site visit teams include six
to nine judges. Applicants eliminated receive
feedback. Finally, winners are chosen and they
receive feedback.

✔ Confidentiality:
Applicants have full assurance that their names
and application details will not be disclosed by
the Baldrige program.
(To learn about the qualifications for exam -
iners, see QI/TQM, December 1998, p. 167.) 



low birth weight babies in 1997. 
Beyond prevention and health education, 

St. John’s provides $4 million-worth of “pure

charity” care annually — “care that we agree to
without expecting compensation,” DiBernardo
explains. He adds, there’s an additional $12 mil-
lion of “uncompensated care — where we learn
after the fact that the patients would not be able
to pay.”

Journey without an end

Looking back, DiBernardo reflects that the
depth of change at St. John’s is still hard to com-
prehend. The flow of resources into QI efforts is
constant as 22 teams work on process and man-
agement improvements. The average team
spends six months per project, involving salary
expenditures $2,700 to $6,000.

“The quest to improve is never ending,” he
observes. “We’re still getting used to that. We
make one change today, and we’re satisfied. But
then we say, ‘OK, what do we do tomorrow?’”  ■
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Need More Information?
On building top-notch community programs,
contact:
❏ Ross DiBernardo , MD, Vice President for

Medical Affairs and Clinical Operations, St.
John’s Regional Medical Center. E-mail con-
tacts only: rdiberna@chw.edu.

On Baldrige-based state health care and business
awards, contact:
❏ Barbara Blalock , California Center for Quality,

Education, & Development, P.O. Box 1929,
Danville, CA 94526. Telephone: (925) 210-9766.

Better hospital ratings:
Good news, bad news 
Satisfaction still trails 1994 scores

Patients are happier with their hospital experi-
ences today than they were two years ago, but

that’s nothing to brag about, according to recent
figures from the Milwaukee-based American
Society for Quality. In the annual American
Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI), data from
first-quarter 1998 figures, hospitals garner 72
points, compared to 76 for motion pictures and 71
for hotels and motels. The three industries com-
prise the ACSI’s service sector. 

(The hospital satisfaction ratings are illus-
trated in the graph “Hospitals: ACSI ratings
from 1994 to 1998, p. 6.) 

Consumers haven’t singled out hospitals for
lackluster performance, however. Overall service
sector ratings are sliding downward as this
decade moves to a close, a mistake for which the
society’s past president Jack West scolds the
industries. 

“Company executives — and employees —
cannot lose sight of the fact that their job security
and the financial future of their enterprises
depend on customers,” he says. “These creeping
reductions in customer satisfaction across service
industries ought to be addressed firmly and
immediately.”

The ACSI is the nation’s uniform, national,
cross-industry index measure linking customer
satisfaction to financial performance. It is pro-
duced through a partnership of the American
Society for Quality, the University of Michigan
Business School, and the accounting firm Arthur
Andersen, LLP.

Unmet expectations

As consumers become more sophisticated
about health care, they want more from their
encounters with providers and hospitals. High
expectations are fueled by media scrutiny of
unrest within the industry. 

For example, the ACSI report mentions rever-
berations from nursing unions and consumer
advocacy groups’ exposure of proposed and
actual reductions in professional staff. 

• Consumers are more satisfied with hospitals in
1998 than in 1997. However, the ratings still trail
behind 1994 and 1995 levels.

• “Customization of services,” such as convenient
hours of operation, is a factor in consumer per-
ceptions of quality in health care services.

• Providers who are determined to improve
patient care consider patients’ feedback their
primary navigation tool.

Key Points



(A look at the graph “Hospitals: Customer
expectations, perceived quality, and perceived
value from 1994 to 1998,” above, shows that 
perceived quality still trails 12 points behind
expectations and perceived value.)

Customer loyalty a delicate matter

While a hotel might write off a night’s stay 
or a theater might issue a free pass to win back 
an upset patron’s loyalty, a hospital can’t give
back the extra hour a consumer waits for lab test
results or pain meds. And irate consumers do

serious damage to a hospital’s reputation. 
Because hospitals have limited means to woo

back alienated customers, it pays to identify and
deliver services in forms that consumers perceive
as quality. For example, the ACSI findings cite
customization of services as a factor in favorable
perceptions. Customization includes convenient
hours of operation and individual attention from
hospital staff. (For four-year ratings, see the
graph “Hospitals: Customer loyalty from 1994 to
1998,” above.)

Stay tuned to the customers

Just because the whole service sector is getting
a bad rap from consumers, your facility need not
follow suit. If you listen to your public, advises
Susan Edgman-Levitan, president of the Picker
Institute in Boston, they can clue you on how to
build loyalty and satisfaction. She shares these
three tips from Picker’s widely-renowned cus-
tomer satisfaction research:

■■ Run planned improvements past your
patients before implementation. “When hospi-
tals plan changes in response to problems patients
identify, 99% of the time the interventions are off-
base. Sometimes, I think if we could quantify the
money we waste providing inappropriate solu-
tions to people’s problems, we would probably
have all the money we need.”

■■ A correlation exists between patients’
perceptions and the technical side of quality.
“We’ve noticed in our work [at Picker] that when
measures of morbidity and mortality are above
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the norms, patient satisfaction scores tend to slide
also.”

■■ Patients talk about bad experiences more
than they talk about good ones. “When people
have a bad experience with care, they are likely to
tell between 10 and 20 people.”  ■

Ten tips for successful
professional networking 
By Donna Fisher

How about a fresh look at internal networking
— creating a world of contacts that give you

more knowledge, more opportunity? None of us
is as smart as all of us, so we need to get to know
each other better: Professionally and personally.
These are the “how to’s” of developing a net-
working approach to your job:

1. Give up the Lone Ranger mentality. 
Some people have the misconception that it is a

weakness to rely on others. Start creating a circle of
colleagues who are good at what you are not: Not
to substitute for your weaknesses but to reinforce

and learn in those areas where you have no
knowledge or inclination.

2. Honor your relationships. 
Networking opens communication lines. What

are those little things you can pass along that may
help others? What goes around comes around.
The more you give, the more others want to give
in return. Never take advantage of a relationship.
People tire of a mooch.

3. Acknowledge others with a simple thank
you. 

A genuine congratulations. A note of apprecia-
tion. Do you realize that acknowledgment and
encouragement are the most valued yet underuti-
lized tools today? And it doesn’t cost that much
to give. Do you want to look good? Brag on
someone else’s work. 

4. Send a note today. 
Get some 5-by-7 note cards within the next 24

hours, and dare yourself to write, or e-mail, one
note a day. Two lines will suffice. Send it to some-
one who wouldn’t be expecting it. “Just thinking
about how much help you were on the task
force.” “Hope you are doing well at X.” “I appre-
ciate your support.” “Give me a call.”

5. Manage yourself as a resource. 
What are your needs? What are your values?

What are important things about yourself? What
are you looking for? How do you want to inter-
act? If you get a handle on these, you can do a
better job of moving toward your goals.

6. Take initiative. 
Get the flow going in terms of communication

and understanding more about your co-workers
and your organization. Don’t wait for other peo-
ple to come to you. Use the 3-foot rule: If some-
one is within 3 feet of you, find out something
about them. It grows your scope of friends.

7. Ask for what you want.
If there is some help you are looking for, be

specific and direct. Don’t make the other person
guess what you need. Avoid asking close-ended
questions that can be answered with a yes or no.
If the person cannot help you, then ask, “Who do
you recommend?”

8. Expand your horizons.
Make it a goal to develop 50 close contacts.
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Need More Information?
On the American Customer Satisfaction Index
(ACSI) as well as other quality improvement stud-
ies, workshops, and publications, contact:
❏ American Society for Quality, 611 E. Wisconsin

Ave., PO Box 3005, Milwaukee, WI 53202-3005.
Telephone: (800) 248-1946. Fax: (414) 272-
1734. World Wide Web: http://www.asq.org.

On patient satisfaction research findings and
patient satisfaction improvement workshops,
contact:
❏ Picker Institute, 1295 Boylston St., Suite 100,

Boston, MA 02215. Telephone: (617) 667-
2388. Fax: (617) 667-8488. World Wide Web:
http://www.picker.org.



These contacts could include co-workers or peo-
ple from local businesses or insurance plans. The
more you have, the broader your base for under-
standing the world around you.

9. Follow the Golden Rule of networking. 
Give unto others as you would have them give

unto you. It has a boomerang effect. If you are
continually taking, others will quickly know. If
you are a natural giver, you will have an army of
anxious friends ready to return the favor.

10. Make networking a way of life. 
Make your giving-attitude a skill. Be sure you

don’t make the mistake of not asking for help
because they may say no. Don’t decide for the
other person. It may be their pleasure to help.
You may be shutting down a valuable association
that would have a lasting benefit into the future.

Printed with permission of Donna Fisher, author of
Power Networking and People Power. For further
information, contact: Donna Fisher, 6524 San Felipe,
#138, Houston, TX 77057. Telephone: (800) 934-9675.
World Wide Web: http://www.donnafisher.com.  ■

Cutting data-to-care
cycles where it counts

Sanford R. Kurtz, MD, joins us to discuss ways of
accelerating the cycle of converting clinical research
findings into patient care practices. He is vice presi-
dent and chief medical officer at the Lahey Clinic in
Burlington, MA. In addition to overseeing quality ini-
tiatives at the clinic, he is clinical associate professor of
Pathology at Harvard Medical School. Kurtz is often
an invited speaker at forums on clinical guideline
practice, disease management, and making change for
clinical improvement. 

Q. At Lahey Clinic, you’re involved in the
Accelerating Clinical Improvement initiative
which specializes in converting clinical knowl-
edge into real improvements in everyday patient

care. Will you explain how it works?

A.We utilize Deming’s model, the plan-do-act
cycle. Essentially we try to build two sets of compe-
tencies into all our improvement work. One is the
competency to successfully implement improve-
ment. The second is to make our improvements in
a more rapid cycle time. 

So our improvement model is pretty straight-
forward. It involves three large areas: (1) We
have a workshop and a workbook for our
improvement teams. (2) We create the teams.
Each team has a facilitator and a data analyst
and a sponsor. The teams reach an agreement
on what they are trying to accomplish. (3) We
look at current knowledge, from which we
establish measures of quality.

We create our own measures and use external
benchmarks. Then we create a cycle for learning
and improvement. We develop a small test of
change, and implement a change. Then we mea-
sure it and create another cycle of change and
continue to make progress like that.

Leading indicators drive QI improvement

We establish measures based on our aims. For
example, if it is to improve access in a clinical
area, then the team establishes the measures of
access. It might be third next available appoint-
ment, or it might be a measure based on when
new patients need to come into the system. 

Those measures are our leading indicators.
Financial indicators frequently are lagging indica-
tors. In other words, we know what they are, but
they don’t help us change the cycle to improve
things. So we try to find leading indicators. And
we also try to pick indicators that are key levers,
that is, they are critical measures absolutely nec-
essary for success.

Q. What would be an example of a key lever?

A.I think access was a good one for us. I would
say that new patients seen within one week of
request is the leading indicator. And that’s a more
important indicator than the number of visits if
you’re looking at access. So that would be a key
lever. Conversely, we don’t want to know the num-
ber of patients the doctor saw as a measure of
access. We would like to know how many new
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patients he sees because new patients are much
more important in terms of our growth over time.

Or, instead of knowing how many dollars a
month we spend on pharmacy costs, it might be
more important to have a measure of how many
of our beta-blockers are on the managed care
formulary.

Another example is pneumonia and the ten-
dency to look at length of stay. In fact, one of the

key levers
is when
people are
switched to
oral antibi-
otics
because
that deter-
mines how
soon they
can go
home. How
many hours
from the
time they

are admitted until they are put on oral antibiotics
will ultimately dictate the length of stay.

Q. You mentioned that each team has a spon-
sor. Why is that important?

A. Sponsorship is frequently lacking and that
leads to failures in improvement projects. People
can have a very good improvement model, and
be very good at creating teams and team leader-
ship. But frequently, no similar attention is paid
to creating sponsorship at the highest organiza-
tional levels. So teams feel they’re operating in a
vacuum. They have no ability to implement the
changes needed to make their work successful.

One of the things we do with every improve-
ment team is to ensure that sponsorship rests in
leaders who are capable of understanding what
they are responsible for, and who have the ability
to implement changes created by the improve-
ment team. We are trying to link sponsorship to
the actual improvement cycle.

Q. How do you choose team sponsors?

A. We frequently like to have a physician in

partnership with an administrator. We need
physician accountability for many of the changes.

And then we might choose the vice president
for ambulatory operations, for instance, because
we know that in order to implement an improve-
ment in access, we would need the vice president
who is responsible for the appointment office.
And for some changes, we might take someone
from our board of governors.

Q. Have you been successful in acquiring that
high a level of sponsorship?

A.You bet. Now not every team is successful,
for all sorts of reasons, but I believe we have done
two things to dramatically improve our success.
The first is sponsorship by leaders, as I have
described. Second, we have required that our key
improvement projects be identified during the
budget process so the finance department puts a
value on the improvement process.

So from both from a strategic and a financial
perspective, the organization feels that the few
projects we are going to focus on are the critical
ones and that they have a measurable value built
into the budget. That has enhanced the account-
ability and the responsibility.

Frequently, what you find in large organiza-
tions is a group of improvement personnel that
operate in a vacuum. They have no direct line
authority to make change, and the savings gener-
ated are frequently determined by them. 

For instance, if they take a day of length of
stay and assume it’s $1,300, they multiply it by
all the days that have been saved and they say
that the organization saved $4 million or $5 mil-
lion that year. Finance hasn’t signed off on that.
The accounting can frequently be flawed. But
then the improvement group presents their little
report at the end of the year showing how many
dollars they have saved. That, to me, is not a for-
mula for success.

In our organization, we have the capability of
doing only a few things very well. And the bud-
get process lines up the needs of the institution
with the resources we have to meet the needs.
Finance is involved because the budget is based
on some of the cost requirements or the improve-
ment in revenue generated by those projects. So
budgeting creates a level of accountability and
aligns organizational needs with improvement
initiatives.
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Q. From your experience with accelerating
clinical improvement, where should quality
improvement managers be focusing their staffing
and budgetary resources?

A. Our organization focuses on employee
and patient satisfaction. 

Q. Employee satisfaction — will you tell us
more about your improvement efforts in that
regard?

A. We have 3,000 or 4,000 employees.
Through focus surveys and a whole series of pro-
cess efforts, we have involved maybe 1,000 of
them in areas they say are important. We’ve mea-
sured our employee satisfaction for the last three
or four years. It’s something that we feel is very
important. You cannot have good customer satis-
faction without employees who are satisfied with
their work.

Q. Do you have leading indicators by which
you gauge employee satisfaction?

A.Some of the major drivers we focus on are
work environment, supervision, compensation,
and communication. We have questions that relate
to each of those areas. Supervision might focus on:
fairness, gives feedback, supports new approaches,
and listens to what I have to say, for instance. For
work environment, areas to gauge satisfaction
could be: leaders treat employees with respect,
opportunities for advancement, or reasonable job
challenges. The other clinical areas we are working
on are high-risk population management and
physician panels.

We’re focusing more on identification of high-
risk patients and on programs to monitor care
than on management programs and clinical
guidelines in the outpatient setting.It’s slightly
radical. But we think it is the best way to create a
major improvement in care and in financial per-
formance in a short period of time.

Q.The Lahey Clinic 1998 Quality Report men-
tions the fall-risk reduction program for the elderly.

Is that what you would describe as a strategy for
high-risk population management?

A.That’s one of our efforts. And we have
expanded beyond that. When you look at the lit-
erature, it turns out that 5% of a population can
account for 50% of your cost. We have a special
software system that prospectively identifies
high-risk patients, and we’ve found that .6% of
our managed care patients account for 30% of our
total managed care expenditures. In other words,
less than 1% of our managed care patients account
for 30% of Lahey Clinic’s managed care costs.

We have a targeted, aggressive ambulatory case
management program focusing on those patients.
It extends out into the community where they live
because part of the reason they generate all this
cost is the hospitalizations and interactions with
the emergency department. (For a description,
see QI/TQM, December 1998, p. 163. For infor-
mation on obtaining a copy of the Lahey Clinic
1998 Quality Report, see note, below.)

Q. Tell us about the physician panels — what
are they, and how do they work?

A. Our primary care physicians have a group
of managed care patients. They are responsible
for the care of those patients and for the cost of
the care. We use the term high-risk patient popu-
lation management to help our physicians iden-
tify the most at-risk patients in their panel. Then
we direct a program of care management to those
patients and that inevitably leads to more cost
effective health care.

In identifying high-risk populations, I
strongly believe that our social systems and
other approaches tend to focus on the elderly 
vs. less elderly people, the line being around 
the Medicare eligibility point. But that’s really
an arbitrary designation. 

We find that there are as many or more people
in high-risk populations in the commercial pro-
grams as there are in Medicare. What we need to
be doing is creating programs that deal with the
burden of illness irrespective of the patients’ age.

For single free copies of the Lahey Clinic 1998
Quality Report, Lahey Clinic, Department of Public
Affairs, 41 Mall Road, Burlington, MA 01805.
Telephone: (781) 744-8733. ■
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Medical directors: U.S.
needs universal insurance

Inappropriate use of resources and waste top
the list of problems in managed care, say a

group of medical directors surveyed by the
Medical Care Management Corporation of
Bethesda, MD, and the National Association of
Managed Care Physicians of Richmond, VA.
The third problem is the increased number of
uninsured.1 

Among the practical changes that would most
improve America’s health care system: universal,
basic, affordable health insurance (31% of the
respondents), and more information on a given
intervention’s cost effectiveness/benefit and
patient outcome data (23%). The respondents per-
ceive patients’ most pressing concerns about man-
aged care as: access/barriers to care (24%), loss of
trust in the system/physicians (18%), covered ser-
vices/benefits reductions and limitations (11%),
and loss or limitation of choice of physician (11%).

The survey population of 158 consisted of med-
ical directors employed by managed care organi-
zations and self-insured employers, as well as
administrative heads of the medical components
of organizations. Excluded were medical directors
of hospitals, long-term care facilities, and other
provider institutions. Clearly, managed care is a
work in progress, the report observes. The authors
note that while managed care deserves credit for
slowing rising health care expenditures, they
wonder whether the savings are sustainable. 

In the short run, mergers of managed care orga-
nizations and providers may contain costs and pro-
long the life of many facilities, But in the long run,
the authors warn, “consolidation may be accompa-
nied by right-sizing, resulting in layoffs and in low-
ering the skill level of the remaining work force.”

Reference

1. Goldschmidt PG, Liao JC. Trends in managed care:
Results of the 1996/97 medical directors survey. J Managed
Care Medicine 1998; 2(1):36-43. ▼

Guidelines released for
pediatric ED equipment

Now you can provide your emergency depart-
ment with the latest list of essentials for giv-

ing crisis care to children.
“These guidelines establish a national consen-

sus about what equipment is necessary to provide
high-quality care for children,” says Marianne
Gausch, MD, member of the development com-
mittee of the Washington, DC-based American
College of Emergency Physicians, “and they allow
for modification to address different severity lev-
els of patient populations.” Additionally, the
guidelines contain charts of pediatric resuscitation
medications.

The list is arranged in five sections. Following
are selected items from each section: 

1. Miscellaneous — infant formula and oral
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rehydrating solutions, pediatric restraining devices,
resuscitation board. 

2. Specialized pediatric trays — thoracostomy
tube with water seal drainage capability; lumbar
puncture (spinal needle sizes 20-, 22-, and 25-
gauge).

3. Meconium aspirator; surgical airway kit.
Fracture management — cervical immobilization
equipment (sizes child to adult). 

4. Extremity splints — femur splints (child and
adult sizes). 

5. Desirable equipment and supplies — medi-
cal photography capability. 

For further information on the pediatric emer-
gency guidelines, see: Committee on pediatric
equipment and supplies for emergency depart-
ments, National emergency medical services for
children resource alliance. Guidelines for pedi-
atric equipment and supplies for emergency
departments. Ann emerg med 1998; 31:54-57. 

For a copy of the article, send your request
with a self-addressed envelope to: American
College of Emergency Physicians, 1111 19th St.,
NW, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20036.  ■
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The Diagnostic Center at M.D. Anderson
Cancer Center untangled lab problems, netting
50% drops in blood draw-to-processing cycles.
Performance improvement specialists, Mary
Gibson and Duke Rohe share solutions that
could improve your cycle times.

✔✔ PROBLEM
New software glitches delayed specimen label

printing 60 to 90 minutes. Patients were irate.
Within six months, front-desk positions turned over
twice. “The learning curve at the time was pretty
steep,” Gibson says. “We were training the outpa-
tient clinics and lab staff on the new system.”

✔✔ SOLUTIONS
“Quick-draw McGraw” task force met for two

months. Departments represented: Outpatient 
clinics; X-ray, whose schedule is affected by lab
delays; and lab and information systems. “People
learned they weren’t the only ones having trouble,”
Gibson says.

Quick hit : (1) Lab orders cheat sheet dissemi-
nated to all involved staff. “If a patient shows up
at 6:00 a.m. with an incomplete order, we would
have to wait until the clinics open at 8:00 a.m. 
to straighten it out.” Gibson says. (2) Computer
glitch corrected to print labels as needed. Some
patients have up to six blood samples. (3) Peak
staffing 8:00-11:00 a.m. Mondays when 80% of
volume (480 to 600 patients) occurs. Front-desk
receptionists increased from two to five. One 
handles problem cases and patients without
orders. Four run “express lanes,” entering routine
patients and answering phones. (4) Routers (new
position) escort patients to phlebotomy stations
and walk specimens to sending station for trolley
and pneumatic tube transport to processing area.
Phlebotomists stay put during rush hours.

In progress: Cross-training adds flexible cover-
age for peak hours, vacations, and sick time. Staff
learn front-desk, router, and phlebotomist functions.

✔✔ RESULTS
Front desk turnover ceased. Waits dropped 10

minutes with labeling problem resolution. With fur-
ther improvements, patient arrival to specimen
arrival in lab processing area dropped to 30 minutes.

✔✔ KEYS TO SUCCESS
Peak hour staffing, addition of routers, and com-

puter glitch correction.
✔✔ CONTACT
Duke Rohe, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center.

Telephone: (713) 745-4433. E-mail: DRohe@
pdq.net.  ■
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